
1. Putting Green Path, nr. Hoe Promenade (WD RC 3):
Take the path that joins the Promenade closest to the RAF
& Allied Air Forces Memorial (1989). Walk nearly to the
intersection with the next footpath, leading to Norrington’s
Fountain (1881). Near this junction, set into the tarmac
surface, is a simple granite cross inscribed with the
number 3. One view is that this marks the spot where three
Marine mutineers were executed in 1797. Alternatively,
this is the No.3 boundary marker in the series of stones
that once marked the edge of the land belonging to the
Royal Citadel.

War Department stones Nos.2, 4 & 5 are now missing.

2. Cliff Road (BS PC 109): On the corner of the viewing
area is a Plymouth boundary stone inscribed G B / 1812
- Mayor George Bellamy. Unlike most Plymouth stones,
this does not stand on the line of the boundary. During
1807 Plymouth was in dispute with the War Department
over land ownership on and around the Hoe. The 'Bellamy
Stones' were erected to reinforce Plymouth's claim.

3. Lockyer Street / Osborne Place (WD RC 6): In the
wall approaching Plymouth’s War Memorial and the
junction with Citadel Road is a War Department boundary
stone - WD / No.6 / 60 Ft. N / ��. This is another Royal
Citadel stone, giving the distance and direction to the
actual boundary.

4. Citadel Road - nearly opposite junction with Sussex
Street (WD RC 7): Built into the low wall – taking care
around the parked cars. This War Department stone is
inscribed W �� D / No.7 / 6 In. NORTH.

5. Citadel Road - opposite Hoe Street (WD RC 8): There
are two sets of gate pillars leading into Hoe Park. Go to
the easternmost pair. Inscribed on the foot of the right
hand pillar is �� / WD / No.8 / 45 Ft. N. 

6. Off Hoe Approach (WD RC 9):  At the bottom of a
flight of steps leading down to the guest houses on Citadel
Road East. Inscribed on the foot of the pillar, furthest
from the steps, is �� / WD / No.9 / 14 Ft. N. 

7. Citadel Road East (WD RC 10): On the pillar at the
bottom of the flight of steps, nearly opposite the junction
with Hoe Gate Street. It is inscribed ���/ WD / No.10 /
10 Ft. N.

All of the War Department markers between this and
the next WD stone are now lost.Nearby is the site of
the Hoe Gate - look out for the ceramic ‘Blue Plaque’
on Hoe Gate Street 

8. Castle Dyke Lane, off Lambhay Hill / top of Castle
Street (WD RC 18): In the road surface, near the corner
of the ‘Island Lodge’, formerly the United Services pub.
Inscribed W��� D / B.S. No.18.

9. Lambhay Hill, Royal Citadel - nr. large vehicle entrance
(WD RC 19): Proceed with caution near this secure military
area. Look to the left side of the entrance. The stone is
built into the wall, a few metres from the corner of the
grassed area. It is inscribed W��� D / No.19 / 40 Ft. NE.

10. Lambhay Hill, Royal Citadel Extension (WD RC 20):
Descending the hill. Set in the wall below the second
tall, narrow window. Inscribed W��� D / No.20 / 36Ft N. 

11. Lambhay Hill, opposite the ‘Commerical Inn’ (WD
RC 21): Cross the road and continue downhill to the
Commercial Inn. Lambhay car park is opposite. Look at
the foot of the wall to the left of the pedestrian entrance
to the car park. A rectangular stone is part buried - this
is likely to be WD 21. 

12. Commercial Road, nr. The Barbican (WD RC 21A):
Take the steps down to Commercial Road, turning left
towards the Barbican. Stop at the first lamppost. There
is a stone behind, at the foot of the wall. The inscription
has been erased, but it is thought to have read W��� D /
B.S. No.21 A / 12 Ft. 7 In. E. 

13. Commercial Road, beneath Lambhay Car park wall
(WD RC 22): Find the cobbled street surface and ramped
footpath. There is brick infill in the retaining wall to the
left with a boundary stone at the foot of the wall. Again
the inscription is missing - probably W��� D / 22 / 1867.

14. Elphinstone Car Park (WD RC 25): Follow the low
wall along the right hand edge of the car park, with care.
Near the centre, at ground level, is a rectangular block of
granite - re-laid upside down. This is a War Department
stone. The visible inscription reads No.25 / 20 Ft. 8 In. E.

Four more stones in this area are now lost.

15. Madeira Road, sea wall, nr. Royal Plymouth
Corinthian Yacht Club (BS PC 104): Immediately west 
of the large triangular viewing area. Walk just a few metres
along the reduced width footpath and look back over the
sea wall for a Plymouth boundary stone built into the
seaward face of the adjoining wall. It is inscribed 
J T Bond / 1891.

The Plymouth Breakwater is some 2 miles off shore. 
On a clear day, look towards the south west horizon and
the Eddystone Lighthouse (1882) can be seen, alongside
the original stump of Smeaton’s Tower (1759). 

16. Hoe Road, east end - nr. Dome (BS PC 105 & WD
RC 1): Take the waterfront terrace path leading left from
the pedestrian entrance opposite the Dome. Almost 
immediately, in the flower beds on the left, is a pair of
boundary stones. One is a weathered Plymouth stone 
G B / 1812 / XXXIII - Mayor George Bellamy; the other
is a Royal Citadel marker ��� / WD / 1867 with a 1
inscribed on its gabled top.

17. Hoe Road, west end - nr. West Hoe Park (BS PC 106):
Built into the sea wall opposite the entrance to West Hoe
Park is a Plymouth stone, inscribed H J Waring / 1889.

Thanks
To the small team of volunteers involved and all of those
who have helped along the way.

The Old Plymouth Society’s ‘Plotting Plymouth's Past’
project was grant aided by the Heritage Lottery Fund, 
supported by The Milestone Society and Plymouth City
Council Arts and Heritage.  

Plymouth Hoe and Environs Military & Municipal Boundary Stone Trail Start near Smeaton's Tower on Plymouth Hoe
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The east end of Plymouth Hoe was the site of
Drake’s Hoe Fort (1592-6), later largely replaced
by the Royal Citadel (1665-71).  In the early
1800s, the ownership of the eastern Hoe was
shared between Plymouth Corporation and the
Board of Ordnance. There was private ownership
at the western end, part of which had been
quarried away by 1850. 

Increasing public use led to a growing interest
from the Corporation. The first steps to create
a more formal recreational area took place in
the 1840s. The Hoe Park took its present form
after 1880. This is reflected in the dates of many
of the existing landmarks and memorials;
Smeaton’s Tower (1882-4); Drake’s Statue
(1884); Park Lodge (1888); Armada Monument
(1888-90); The Belvedere (1890-1).

Taking the Boundary Stone Trail
Follow the map to find the boundary stones. Some stones
are harder to find. Look at the key notes for additional
help in locating each stone and for further information
including the PPP database reference number.

Choose to look for a few stones - or see if you can find
them all!

When looking for stones, please take care near roads
and traffic or when walking around parked cars.

N

Plotting Plymouth’s Past 
Between 2012 and 2014, an up to date survey of surviving
boundary stones, mileposts and markers was completed across
the City of Plymouth. Over 600 stones have been surveyed.
Much more information is available at:
www.plymouth.gov.uk/boundarystones


